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ABSTRACT

Carpenter's Daughter reveals the construction and reconstruction a woman understands her life to be.
Aclmowledging the creation of identity through the tools of history, memory, dream, and
imagination, it further explores where these worlds converge at different points along the path from
child to girl to woman. The poems are equally concerned with dynamics beyond a sense of self—
particularly how things come together and come apart. In both the realm of nature and that of
human emotion, the speakers are confronted by tenuous connections and surprising holds, moved by
the frailties lying beneath solid foundations and the grace witnessed in failing frames. Though several
poems use formal patterns of line or stanza, most work in free verse and are driven by narrative,
image, or voice. These also provide thematic links throughout the collection, their echoes serving to
fully present ideas as well as celebrate sound.
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YOU SAID SOMETHING ABOUT THE TREES

Didn’t you? Yes, while we
talked, most of autumn
not yet rotted, you intent
on preparing me for falling
snow, coming in October
— early, I guess, for us
to walk beside each other, arms
locked?— but back to the trees...
I don’t believe it was anything
scientific. Was it sad? I remember
how we pulled away, left
everything one evening
by a lake: light,
a shadow of a man
perhaps grieving, a small
girl and boy over their pail
of nothing. But none of this
is about the trees, what you said,
what I tried not to
forget; this is only
ever about nothing,
everything already,
not yet.

OF UNSENT LETTERS, ONE

Let me tell you about the horses
behind my house. The man who bought the field
has horses, and they re out there now, fenced wide and loosely...
and I ’ve been upset over the whole thing,
losing the beloved silo pit (why have I clung
to the stone ring all these years?), but now I admit
I love to see them, have become, I don’t know,
obsessed? entranced? I think so... by their presence,
their movements... I ’ve never owned a horse.
I don’t remember, fully, the last time I was even on one,
but they fill, nonetheless, an emptiness of some kind.
There are several places at the edge of town
where horses are kept:
two in the pasture by the river, two more behind the bam
on Stockyard Street, a young mare who walks the fence with me
along the gravel road, a restless one who bucks
in his own circles off the old highway, two watching
as I head out toward the cemetery,
and now these— there are three— behind my house.
I find I want to watch them all the time.
It seems more important than anything else
I could be doing right now. When the sun
comes up over the hill, they are there,
perfect and restful. When I come home
they are grazing, still oblivious... I go out
while their backs have the moon on them,
the air thick, my feet wet with alfalfa. At night
they are the darkest shadows in the field.

SOME ROADS IN IOWA

He lived down the street, on a dead end
known as Boulevard. A quiet boy I grew up
drawn to, he grew lean, curving hard
and away like a good pitch
or trout.
We are never loving what we think we are. Never
simply. The first thing we loved
we don't even remember: a comer
or fabric, some handle. When we loved again,
perhaps a sound, we were actually trying to hear
fabric. We listened for comers.
What toy, looking back, taught me wrong? It said
to pull apart its hemispheres, let its insides
tumble out. It said to fill the hollowness again
matching pieces to same-shaped holes. My
many-eyed pumpkin. My few-starred sky.
Good reasons, beyond this, loomed
for every shape, for North Fifth
turning onto a boulevard, for the chance
that we too would turn
into something else— ourselves—
or touch.
I was still a girl. I watched my left foot step
into what would be a shape, saw hips
then hands follow. I left sleep and North Fifth
for concrete outside his basement bedroom window,
sat at the screen for the sound of his breathing.
The hollow
more than shape is certain,
unfinished as some roads in Iowa
— or childhood, where the sounds started,
where we listened hard.
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TRIPTYCH

I know my mother
cries at night for the boy
across the street who, despite
growing older, still rides his bike
back and forth across the lawn, dragging
a broom behind. He sits in his sandbox
for hours at a time but gets lost
in his own sentences. She cries because
this child is not hers.
My own brother once tore from our house
and ran in his sleep down the block
where my' father caught up, led him home
panting and shoeless. For weeks
he’d been listening for hooves
at dusk, the sky orange
where it should be, beyond
the water tower. The team
of Clydesdales, escaped from a parade,
were wild somewhere, dragging splintered
braces, trampling infants innocent
as gardens.
Some nights while I sleep, a small girl
runs through the yard, stops to look over an edge
of sidewalk, arms thrust behind to balance
sunlight on her back. She does not see the lovers
try to hold each other, hear them ask,
haw I done unspeakable thing?
She laughs. She reaches for her hands
shadowed on the grass.

RASMUSON LIBRARY
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WHILE WE SLEEP

When the finger came,
falling; like a stray nail or bit
of interesting wood, I picked it up,
stood next to the ladder, peering
up at the roof. The carpenter
left his shingling, wounded
by the sight of a young girl
holding him.
I don't know where my father was.
The carpenter went home that night,
so late the owls signaled
where trees were. EEs wife
stood the same way— still
but still a singing from her.
When she touched him, his carelessness
nearly brought them down. But the house
held. The house hummed
with all that was missing.

WHERE NOTHING HAD BEEN BEFORE

Flurrz, she says, and runs
her smallest finger down the soft
groove just under her nose, where
it almost isn’t.
She likes the way it’s pronounced
above some babies’ lips, how hair
of a mustache thickens there. Even now,
while touching his, in Guatemala
bats are flying
sure of themselves. They sound
like laughter, applause— and moonlight
does not help them. There’s nothing
they can do at the fig trees, where a net
stretches taut between two— like regretgathering bats, hawks, owls, mist.

BECOMING GIRL

It might have happened
at the river, petting the wild swan—
the pure-breasted, black-eyed silent one
drawing us from our lives that summer,
leading us down in our dresses and suits
through branches and mud to banks
wet and hidden.

FIGURING OUT THE ORANGE

There are still things I do not understand,
so I listen very carefully
as the eight-year-old boy tries to teach me
the mechanics of a pulley. It is his science
project, and while he indicates
several increasingly complex diagrams,
I manage to grab
a few words: body
grauty,
Hock-arid-tackle-- a term
which means nothing to me
beyond football, and I suddenly wonder
why he’s not outside, getting dirty But I am
impressed: at eight I was trying
to figure out the orange
rope contraption my mother
used, slipping the plastic
loops around her wrists and ankles,
tying her whole self up
to a door knob. She’d lie on her back
and work arms and legs, somehow
in a motion that seemed easy
yet strained, an unnatural
pulling and lifting of limbs, a sad
deliberate puppet.
I didn’t know then
how a woman was meant to move
eventually lying down,
opening herself up to the world
again and again. I didn’t understand
the positions from which
she must do everything.

EVENING, TIED

Teeth in my shoulder,
you stop, ask
Do you hear that?
We sound like a boat
tied down and rocking. I almost
laugh— it’s true:
the bite of enamel
into cotton creaks:
a vessel headed nowhere.
But I already knew this,
breathless beneath you,
body disappearing
like the hull of any ship.
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FITTING

While my sister stands in satin,
somehow full and finished
in front of a mirror and my mother,
I ’m in Montana, straddling pines,
two hands drawing them
down to white. Cribs,
stringers, sills— enough for a bridge.
I pound in eight-inch nails
until they all lie still.

CHILD

Pink and white tulips on a background of red.
They were curtains; I was seven.
Now and then, slender leaves
slipped from the pattern, bent over
and limp, the blood-red parts sticking up
in the flowers. I froze in the silence of tulips.

IF I MARRIED THE MEATMAN

We'd settle into it
like old machinery,
cold stainless surfaces
wiped clean after wear
and tear of lean tissues.
A body gets
Irarder
Ixaung
haunches
to thecounter— strong mm
slapping thefat around,
stronger each time meat
lies dam quietfcrr him

u

I watched my mother break
chicken legs at the hip,
hunched against the sink, hard
crunch of bone
joints opening.
H e shoulders the sides,
racks, slabs
f flesh,grinds
out mounds, paining the neat
he knoisslike the back—
ribs, rump, thigh— cfhis hand.
I could not stand to serve
chicken every Sunday,
I doubt I'd get used to
the spread of my own legs,
let alone the raw between
bones his fingers find familiar.
The luckiest meat hang
deep in the locker, add
beyond tlx frozen sting,
beyond a killing thazq
the chillc f butchers ’ hands.

BONING THE BREAST

Hold breast skin-side down and bend back
until flat. When the spoon-shaped bone pops up
pull it out and cut the breast apart
with something sharp and heavy. Slip the point
of a boning knife under the slender single
small rib bone’s base where it’s attached
to the cage. Pressing up against the bone
cut flesh away. Free the bone. Hold the bone
in one hand and pull it gently toward you.
Continue the cutting movement
until entire rib cage and adjacent bones detach
from the flesh. When finished,
pat the boned meat back
into shape, leaving skin intact.
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SEKIHAN
festival nee served at zmidmg
Prepare ahead
beans: cold-rinsed by sieve, cover
with water, bring to boil— then
lower, simmer
uncovered until tender
but intact.
Next drain— but save liquid escaping
sieve— and cover beans again
with cold water, and cool. Let
water run over rice until clear. Clean
white grain. Then soak
overnight, covered
in fridge. Chilling.
Lie down. Sleep— try
not to dream.
Now drain rice. Discard old
soaking liquid and steam
rice and beans (in colander
and pot— you have not received
a steamer yet). Cover tightly,
replenishing water
boiling off.
Meanwhile, a small skillet is hot
and waits— water flicked across
evaporates quickly— heating
shaken seeds.
You are ready to serve.

TOUCHING INSIDE FRANK WRIGHT’S CRAFT BOOTH

After my fingers explored
the dip carved deep in the small
oak scoop, delighted
in lilac knives, fondled large
windy cedar spoons, but
before they could handle the dark
brooding walnut ladle
or rare bocote of rich
pool cues— somewhere
among finely crafted
scraps meant finally to be held—
I brushed your arm, not knowing it
from anything else.

WHY I WON’T EAT WATERMELON

When cut, the gloomy rind cracks
like a jaw hinge, its too many mouth parts
packed wrong inside and glistening: teeth rotted black
line up in wet gumness decaying to water.
A picnic crowd gathers too hungry
at a slicing, weakens over bright flesh, laughing
lets juices run down to elbows and drip
from chins. Cleaned, the fruitless bones
lie on the lawn, pale and curved like those from beasts
long forgotten.
At the Winnebago Boy Scout grounds,
the family potluck is ending, the sun
going down. Between picnic tables,
mothers dart, scavenging tupperware,
casseroles, serving spoons. Husbands
belch devilled egg. Younger siblings try to escape
the idea of leaving their brothers in the woods
for a week It is dark
when the watermelons come out. Boys stop
chasing each other, step from shadow
into harsh lantern light. Faces red, their eyes shine,
and they are not shoving when the knives
split and split again and again
the bald, heavy monster heads.

DEER OUTSIDE COLUMBUS, MONTANA

A truck with two in the bed, legs stiff,
spread vide, stuck up in the cold
like overturned sawhorses hauled
by carpenters. Dirty white rope
anchored the dead limbs down, hooves
interrupted, fine hairs
even the wind’s surprise.

AT THE CLOTHESLINE

The season has started.
Warm grassy walk
to the poles and lines, while
down the block
two shirdess backs stretch
with slow easy throws.
Out of her basket, piece by piece,
comers pinched wet, and
gloves wear smooth
with sweat, afternoons,
pitch after pitch.
Shaking out wrinkles,
the beautiful snapping
fabric catching the air, the
sharp smack of leather
thrown back.
She lingers at the lines
with an empty basket, loving
the ease and magic
of men.
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STOPPING SHORT

The space between second and third
is the sweet of any spot kissed
between a woman's hips, a pace
in any direction asking
a fielder's grace— lips
creating yet another figure
traced among minute possibilities
of triangle, all more thrilling
than the familiar of what lies waiting below
the field of play where each perfect shape
now sleeps well
under snow so I cannot see
where grass crowds the infield, if home
is still safe. I am years past play, but
tonight it’s late and enough to remember
the surprise, bent legs, straight throw
back to the original shape. There’s no other place
this geometry makes sense, where a body lines up this way.

MAKING CONVERSATION

Lying on my side, I gather up my shirt,
and while a bit twisted,
Fve got your attention. Talk,
I say, and your mouth opens, closes,
tying me together inside, invisible
strands tensing through skin
to another side until, spinning, Fm a whole
sky of constellations, lit points tethered,
strung so I’m easily strummed
by a tongue and shimmer there—
and there— echoing like a hollowed-out
belly of wood. Then Fm hung
suspended from sticks, a marionette
sprung loose at each tug, my lips
parting to speak.

MAP FOR LEAVING

I was over you yesterday.
I could tell by the river.
Werevoubvit? The pilot
was one of those who tells
what you’re over,
so I practiced— sky clear
the whole way. Spotted
Mt. Rainier, the Mississippi. I wished
I had an atlas with me: lakes
everywhere but no way to tell
which was which or how to say
their names. I’m sure I saw it,
that river you tell me about. What’s
it called again? I used to know, but now
I couldn’t tell you.

DIAGNOSIS

I sleep surrounded by wounds—
the new bed’s wood
tries to heal, cherry by the day
darker, quiet after cut,
altered. I kneel
at the foot, rubbing down
grain of the headboard
birch, soothing posts: wood
aches. The season is not
for the trees, my bed.
And me? I’m not okay. The wood
is shivering, but there is too much. Even here
I cannot rest. My palms shed, trees
bleed— underneath I am
a carpenter’s daughter. I need
to know how I was made. It hasn’t
snowed, but I winter. My hands
slow, scar against sickness— is this
healing? Trees get fevers. I feel
my forehead: wind.

RESCUE

You see her dangling again
when the first crack of lightning
hits the page, makes you realize
the dark you read in. Out the window
and its own shifting window
of rain, you gauge several feet
between her and the grass. You
glance back once at the roof
the book always makes
over the arm, marking your place.
Bowing into the wind you begin
to soak your socks across the lawn
when she is backlit by a flash
that would leave a passerby swearing
her a ladder abandoned. Approaching,
you stroke where you imagine
a knee might be. Rain spills
from the tips of her shoes.
Taking her legs to your chest,
you hope she will give
and slump over your shoulder— perhaps
youVe dreamed of this. She
doesn’t, instead remains rigid,
arms up in the air, her back
damp beneath the shirt
you remove, once inside, and then
her pants, heavy with water.
On top of the covers, your heart begins
to follow the panic
beating the roof. You watch her,
sleeping, try againraising the arms, hands
hoping for a branch.

I WILL SHOW YOU

Look, I have stripped
all my books down
to boards and spines. Now
do they live, exist truly
naked? They felt so
still as I undressed them,
waiting, closemouthed,
brave. This is easy,
I wanted them to say. Or,
Yes, keep gwig. They
did not encourage.
Covers lie strewn
across my bed. Is this
obscene? Because
I may not recover
them, may just leave
every single one this way,
ponder each secretly,
the way one might
a new muscle. Do you
approve? I don’t
know how to touch them
now, how to handle this, how
you hold me.

AUBADE

The man stiff
from morning’s chores says anything
done over and over
comes easier. Even in the dark
he knows each horse.
She goes numb
those early hours, reaching
under hens. She waits
for storms, ditch grasses
blazing, a baby
pig’s two heads.

AUNT VIOLET

That summer when I was four,
climbing the big rock behind Aunt Violet’s,
I did not know fear.
But I remember the gouge deep, blood
warm and slipping,
red into the white anklet.
Aunt Violet always had fresh bread
and jam, but be would start in about war,
religion, the government. (He built
stone houses, his own church, and
collected antiques— but wouldn’t
buy her good meat or take her anywhere.)
And she watched the garden.
When she died
he married quickly,
and I asked to buy two quarts
of his dusty old marbles.
Today when I tried
to put them in a jar,
it could not hold the weight
of color in the glass, and marbles
spilled all over the floor,
faster, even, than blood.

GRAY

A woman came to the door when I knocked,
nodded when I asked to take shots
of her staircase, a quiet wooden arm
held to the side of her house.
She was gray and older. I didn’t know her.
But I turned her over and over, looking for the mark
where a marriage went in, the shock
distorting features and limbs, like a tree
I found once, struck
so empty I could stand in it.
She didn’t ask questions,
only watched from her window
a woman on the stairs
recalling white and black

INSTEAD OF STORING THEM
forTLY

The ache of birch leaves
crushed underfoot and unkings
of dishes toppled in a box
)t)u carry in both arms— these
follow you, as I do, between spring
spruce. A low place, hard with a wall, lies
abandoned in these woods— perfect, you say,
to break dishes against.
Did she want white porcelain edged
in black? Did she call you over
for the lip of a cup, the bowl’s curve
turning beneath the hand, the yearning
found somehow familiar in that? I don’t ask,
wonder instead about the shatter
through Alaska’s morning air.
Lovers walking by
will struggle to place an explosion
of glass in the woods, shake their heads
unsure, chase the echo from their ears.
In summer’s quiet they’ll come, find the sharp
scatter of moon left here.
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WHALE WATCH
A nchorage, A laska

Look how, if tipped
and held almost to the lips,
my juice glass gives an orange
horizon, how this simple breakfast
prism cuts the world
repeatedly, breaks the seaside,
takes the blue
from water. Look how easily
any soft mild fruit
for the meanest
untoothed mouth can do nothing
but give
beneath the fork’s silver
angled dive.
See how, if I don't look, I spare the garden
my dismantling glance, keep that plot intact?
Of course it happens anyway,
all this breaking: mudflats
chop the water’s collar, rooftops
crack down on promised planes, window
panes distort, dissect reflections
of branch, wire, grass.
Where are you,?
Still sleeping, I imagine, in the gray,
yellow, white of our room All the blue
of the bay— what you were
so fond of yesterday— waits,
and I’ve kept music playing; the clouds
have cleared. Look,
I’ll even set down the glass,
this morning’s makeshift kaleidoscope
of ruin. I will try to
retrain from taking everything
apart, avoid unnecessary
undoing. I am
sorry. I doubt even this
remains intact
to span the dark
shortest distance: my mouth
to the horizon
of your back, turned.
Make sure to notice

I ’ll have set down my glass.
Be listening
I will hand you
a pair of binoculars, one of two
sharing the window’s ledge.
I won’t worry about the roofs.
I ’ll focus further, to a view
that eventually gives up— no,
gizes the same
unbroken blue.

THE LIGHT WINTER LEAVES

Is hardly light
anymore, like slant, den,
or February kind, the kind curtains
save from snow
or that comes on a woman
some nights when you raise her up
in the way of a window, though
not for that reason.

INNOCENCE AND EARTHWORMS

If you were to inherit the earth
of my backyard and rummage
the shadowed comers of my family’s
garage, you’d find bones of earthworms
in the bottoms of odd containers, left
among newspaper shredded by the wolves
we were at seven and eight, hungry for the pull
of tenderness from the dirt, for the fish
we’d catch, but eager first to shine
a flashlight's beam on thin-veined,
pale-skinned creatures. Then we’d find
freckled fish in small mist-dripping
shades of morning, riverside,
over buckets, hours of just waiting,
elbows on our knees and fingers in the dirt
trying to spell out what moved us
so well by the water. The fish came
finally, without wings, which is how we’d
always imagined them— from heaven, somehowflying, falling, their suicides for us and
our empty buckets, saving our lives that day
and every other until we were fishermen,
and suddenly with the word we stopped running
down the banks, forgot to smell the mud, uninterested in wings
of even birds. Soft places no longer held
our attention. We could not feel the sand
or our own feet. Neighbors now walk
beneath the maples of our street, near dusk,
shaking their heads at how the lawn lies
empty, how the grass still manages to grow
and get mown without children
shouting over it. At night the sun works its way
down between blades to settle onto roots
and the backs of earthworms. We are somewhere
hurrying ourselves into strange comers of light,
hungry’ for the mud, for what once fed us.

CRICKETS

They were everywhere
on the farm. They crept from cracks,
hid under rugs, banged themselves
against the insides of buckets.
My mother remembers
as a girl, she could stand outside
on summer nights and see the glow from town.
Her mother would lead her and her sisters
out to the dirt road, each of them looking
for headlights, waiting with his supper.
It's vhatfarmers did,she says now.
"I think I see him," her mother would say,
looking hard through the dark; miles
of cnckets, no other sound.

TWO SISTERS OVER WINE

Nearly fifty years old and they’re relearning
religion: this time
it’s telling them to go outside
and cut down the hollyhocks
blooming for a farmer they don’t even know. Hardly
a stunt they’d have tried years ago,
full of children, wiping chins,
always folding. Even now
the town would never suspect
a housewife and church secretary
drink in the afternoon— wine,
beer, sometimes gin, amazed
how easily age allows this
and other sins. They count
blessings, another glass, remember
how dark a farmyard can get,
how their father cursed rain
and no rain and the few flowers
growing wild. Silent is how they’ll go tonight,
bring down full blossoms,
cradle them finally in good arms.

WASHING THE HANDS

The morning at Betty's is red.
With good-sized knife
I stand in rhubarb hip high, the leaves
fleshy wet shields hiding stalks
like swords beneath. I follow
each length down to dirty base,
to eventual red, chop where they blanch
unsuspecting, the blade stopped
somewhere in the mud. Betty's dead.
Eight months, but the garden
doesn’t know it yet, knows me
even less. I ’ve seen
guilt this red, guilty as loud
shag carpet, as whispers
shed under another’s weight,
breath. Guilty as two full moons
rising up on elbows, the generous
flawed sky of skin, quiet soil
of a quilt— or warm
stench of burgundy crushed
velvet in June, when a girl
is twelve and can’t understand
all that red, the three bloodied pahwadded under her pillow. Crazy,
trying to hide a woman there.
Bent over, I hack at stems
woody and tough as two-by-fours, do it
until they’ve bled my fingers
raw with sour stain, the same
color hands have after shaking
loose some small animal.

ABSAROKA SUMMER

After climbing the hill
to the lonely man’s cabin, you kneel
at a table, eat in rough handfuls,
sip from glasses— sins
already on them— with gin
fill your mouth with a pine tree.

You sit on the floor
before him, let one hand
slip inside your collar
to stillness, a calm
deep in that thumb.

Letting the body down,
you meet steaming water to the neck,
his good length of torso, taut skin
rounding the shoulders. Dipper stars cloud
over silhouettes of fir and pine. Warmth
swirls inside your legs, your chest, your head
full of light spreading, your own wet
body needing body for balance.

The body chooses
to stay, as it will
even after you’ve seen
a valley fill with light
and just as quickly gray.

At dawn vou shower in steam
of early cold, and warmed
go wake him. Whispering,
you show him the naked woman,
undress him under the covers.

ON A GREYHOUND

I sat across from a baby
and his parents, all sleeping
in a space too small for a family.
I watched him, his cheeks
full with new flesh, imagined the small
force of his breath
as the bus turned, letting light
come hard through my window.
They were shining.
The parents didn’t see their child
flinch in the sun, his mouth
buckle, his eyes
shut tighter. I closed
my book, raised it up
for shadow, pleased
by what I ’d done,
knowing I could sit like that
for miles: arm ridiculous
and triumphant in the air,
holding nothing but a book
I hadn’t finished.

AGAIN LAST NIGHT THE CHILD WAS A GIRL

Fall, at least, should be easier—
for someone who’s always believed
dead things are useful.
When I was seven I swept at dirt
with a branch broom, noise itself enough
to get things cleaner. I fed the children
and myself shriveled berries, leaves that slept
curled in on themselves.
I still manage to bundle
stiff armloads of ditch weeds. The seeds
rattle, some spilling when I hang
brown bouquets on the walls. I stick brittle
bunches in vases, bring home burrs
without knowing it.
Rosehips today flaunt their red. See, they say,
we're getting used to this. It m il be days yet
before we've tired, before our heads show it.

CHORES

I have sharpened my knives.
I have stored leaves and bulbs,
seeds to plant. I have tried
10 keep windows
and my hair clean,
saved odd
plates and spoons, taken
walks, wanting children
to recognize me. I ’ve let
most of marriage in
through the left ear, looking out
the right rear window, hearing
the two in front talk
taking me home, as if
I ’m a child and do not understand
what it means to share
another’s hands.
I have been listening.
I ’ve stared, other times,
straight ahead, hurried
past couples kissing, later
taken my time
peeling vegetables, rinsing
with care, letting the w^ater
just run, waiting for the blade
to slip, a rush of blood,
something different.

THROWING ON THE WHEEL

When you come home from the studio
your husband is reading. He’s already eaten.
Things at home, at least, have stopped spinning,
you assure me over the phone. But whispering.
You are frustrated. Three weeks and still
you struggle to center your pots. I
can relate. The last time I worked with clay
was in junior high art class. It was somehow
more stubborn than me. It never gave enough. But you
are working on the wheel, and it remembers everything
your hands say. The smallest pressure throws off
balance, destroys shape. To practice, you make
cylinders— so many, so much of an inch thick. You slice
them all in half to check You say you stay later
than everyone else, that you are the dirtiest potter.
And it doesn’t make sense, you say, that he can love you
so perfectly you feel you’re tipping over.

MY SISTER AND THE SNAKE

Sitting by the Snake,
shadowed by the bluff
I see them,
waist-deep in silver,
the river mirroring
last skylight: two girls,
daring the water together.
I don’t know them,
but something kicks warm
in my chest as they wade.
Their laughs and screams catch
in the sounds of the river, all rush
and voung splash, and I cannot look away.
I am the smaller one, stumbling,
clinging to an arm while she fights,
high-stepping the current,
a straight-backed silhouette.

MY SISTER CALLS TO REMIND ME

The first two years of marriage
are the most difficult.
To this, I can only tell her what I know. It is
about the birches here: columns of white
leading through dark places. I tell her how
some lengths yield to winter weight, sleep
as snowed-over arches.
Are they broken? she asks. Are they
dying? No, I say, they are bowing to the earth.
I am not exactly lying; some will stand again
with spring.
She can remember a birch tree
in Iowa, how our mother yelled at us
for peeling its layers. It was like paper,
remember?
I don’t remember this; I must
have been too young. But I say yes.
Yes, like paper.

ASPEN DOWN

Driving back into the Beartooths,
the want begins to slip away.
At the tree, we leave the car,
slide our legs over a bark-smooth trunk
calm below the leaves.
We run the dirt road, nothing in our hands,
a mile or so to a ranchone clear, untainted task
for saw or axe.
When it’s over
we drive slower for a while,
stopping once to pick our shirts,
shed in the warm run, from the fence.

FOUNTAIN

You thought we should do it before you left,
so in early clouded August light we bent
over the kitchen counter, trying to fit
stones together. I watched your hands
undo them, and we’d begin again.
Tonight I dress with rocks
a bowl’s insides, try to fall asleep
to the sound of water, the tireless
reminder of all we fail to build right,
all we cannot manage.

WYOMING

You recognized the land, and I recognized you. And I
recognized the shape of a silo.
I recognized light,
and you recognized shadow, and you knew shadows
were never longer. You knew winter, and I thought of
snow, and you thought of snow coming down sideways.
And you knew stories, and I knew your voice. I knew
laughing.
And I looked for trees, and you said
there were none. You said no water. And I disagreed
and I fell asleep and you were driving. And I dreamed,
I remembered, and you did not remember dreaming.
You were a boy and you were not a boy and you were
beside me. I saw grass, I saw sky. And you saw Wyoming.

LOVE LIKE THIS

In second grade we had a contest for counting,
just one of the ways we learned
to accumulate: saving pennies, holding
breath— “Now; memorize this33— all
exercises to make us stronger, though today
I am mostly sad. The contest consisted of
writing out numbers on a small roll of paper
taken from an adding machine. I don’t know
what the teacher had in mind, what the goal was
originally. She likely suspected we’d get bored
with such activity, lose focus, opt
for playing, sooner or later, outside.
I was diligent as a child, heartbreakingly
determined and optimistic, terribly
thorough. After spending spare time
and recess scribbling tiny numbers,
it was something of a horror— then relief— when
reaching the end of my little spool,
I could tape it to a new roll
and continue: I had something to do
for the rest of my life. As long as
my cousin kept her job as accountant
at the feed store downtown, I would never
run out of paper.
I don’t remember why I stopped— if my parents
sat me down, if the teacher frowned,
if counting was replaced by something else...
braiding... I hope it was something beautiful,
something grand, to have pulled me away
from such devotion to task. I do recall
how the numbers scrawled in pencil
began to smudge, how the paper
softly fraved like cloth after the countless
times I unwrapped it, surveying my work.
I remember having to secure it, eventually,
with a series of rubber bands, how the bulk of
so many afternoons had grown
so I could just manage to hold it all
with both hands.

THE BACHELOR

On the gravel road north of my house, I run
between fields, get away from town. Sometimes I stop
in Rottlers’ woods, risk my way across the rotting
streambed bridge to eventually lose juncos darting ahead.
Usually I keep running. Bouillons’ black dog leaves their lawn
to pace me in the ditch, though he only goes so far. I ’m alone
when I hit Larry Heeren’s place, wonder at the tidy farmyard,
a single room lit. I wonder if he’s reading. His cows never look up
as I pass, sun burning the horizon, some of the heat trapped in his front windows.

SARA LITTERER’S BIRTHDAY

I understand it now. Sometime after midnight
we snuck from the house, waded
through pasture like a search party, nine of us
under the moon and flowing
in one general direction of creek.
In small enough towns, without even gathering,
girls tend to move like this. We swore
we surrounded something— held it—
like a trunk the arms could reach around.
We were ten and not sure we wanted to be
women; we weren’t convinced, though others were,
we were girls. We felt like fishing,
like pushing each other down in the grass, bleeding,
like lining up under the farmyard light,
half of us mooning the other half.

GETTING READY FOR BED

I used to pull up my nightgown
to make myself a woman
with a flowing, waist-length cotton
mane, comb with imaginary brush
in just my underwear
before the mirror. Then
I ’d remember some woman’s
bare face, a tight scarf hugging
her temples, taking the wind
and rain away, and I ’d rip
my pajamas— the fashioned
cancer— from my head.
Now I save the nightclothes
of my dead aunt, slip in arms
and legs, slow down the day by muting
body sounds in light blue
flannel. I wear the life
out of them: waists give, buttons
lose themselves, sleeves thin
and no longer hold.

A PLACE TO DIE

My father is walking across the lawn,
out to the garage where the old things go.
It lies back by field, fence line, and a stone
silo pit from a time of rugged labor.
I buried a fish there once:
a bullhead I caught down at the river and
brought home where it fought
and finally ran out of breath.
I stayed with it a long time, kneeling over the dirt.
It had made sense somehow
to bury it by the pit, having watched my brother
fillet there, throwing the scales in.
I knew it was a place where life was broken.
The white ’62 Chevy used to sit there, waiting— now
only rusted pipes and cinder blocks
my father uses to prop up cars, his hands
grease-stained since he was twelve, working
at Porky Mathers’ Auto Body.
He emerges from the old garage,
wheelbarrow gripped by hardened hands, his nails
bruised black by the hammer he uses
on all the roofs, forever kneeling: a Catholic boy, one of thirteen.

TO A FISHERMAN AFTER YEARS

It’s less important why
and more important where
we leave some things.
I should have learned
this by now, grown
in a small river town,
collecting, as a girl,
colored stones from clear
shallow depths. Before
home, they'd have dried
themselves dull. They left
my pockets wet.
I threw them
all away, strange
momentary jewels.
Today I know
I could not have left
anything more excellently:
at the river
only the geese were there,
held in glare of winter sun.
Again I tried to take
the shape of solitude
at the side of a river.
Again I stood motionless,
and they were more still.
I stayed, adoring them,
over an hour in the cold,
waiting, I think,
for them to love me,
and then I walked home.

A BRINGING BACK

A certain kind of house attracts a bluebird.
I saw a special once on how a young girl hoped to build enough
to bring them back.
My grandfather knew birds. I think he may have
loved them— more than drinking or working wood,
since in the end these got too hard. Year after year he knew
they’d return. He’d watch
from his shop or the kitchen, where finally, in one of his chairs,
he mosdy cursed and wheezed as he rocked.
I’m not sure where the old one came from,
hanging from the maple in my folks’ yard. Last year
the wire that held it broke, lay poking up
through the leaves, and the damn thing still hung somehow.
Early spring and cloudy, my brothers and I drive gravel roads,
passing old farmhouses, weedy creeks, pastures fighting
through fence line. They sit in front, recalling where as kids
they’d gotten drunk and stuck in field mud. I sit in back and imagine
the young girl in her raincoat, nailing her rough,
homemade houses up to fence posts. I might see flecks
of color in the ditch, and they might be the earth deciding to forgive.
In my family, this has always been the invitation home: wood
started a long time ago, and there’s plenty lying around. You strip it,
work it down, and make it good again.

